Dadi Janki – 2.6.19 Evening – GCH, London
Sit in silence, experience ‘shanti’ and let your heart speak
Wonderful Baba and wonderful Baba’s children! Each one is detached and lovely, detached and
loving.
Who am I? Who is mine? I am a soul. Mine is the Supreme Soul. My Baba, sweet Baba, lovely
Baba, thank You Baba.
Jayantiben: When we take drishti from Dadi it’s like taking Baba’s drishti. Baba’s drishti is making
us pure and cleansing the layers that the soul has been covered with. The US tour was successful
and here has also been so successful. We have a few more days of Dadi’s presence here from
which to take a lot of benefit. (Jayantiben then shared news of the Spirit of Humanity Forum in
Iceland, from which she had just returned.)
Should we sit in silence, in peace, first? Silence is the English word, shanti is the Hindi word. Not
from the brain but from the heart, say to yourself: who am I and who is mine? The experience is
from the heart, which says: Thank you. It’s not just the eyes that speak, it is the heart.
Jayantiben: How is that Baba touches everyone’s intellect? Baba touches everyone’s intellect.
Souls hearing a lecture are touched by Baba. But how can that machinery work even faster so that
there can be glorification?
The things of the heart – how can Dadi share these with you? Mine (mera)… Baba is mine! You
say ‘Baba is mine’ but I say ‘Baba is mine’!
Sing the song of happiness. Baba says: Come my beloved, sweet, lovely children. Seeing Baba,
we have become sweet. Baba’s children are very clever. They are accurate.
The five fingers are not all the same. This one is small, this one is big. Each finger has its own
task. They make us light and Baba gives us might.
Jayantiben: Today, Baba said: The colours white and red on the path of bhakti are the memorial of
Father Christmas. What inheritance do we receive from Shiv Baba - and what gift do we receive
from Brahma Baba?
From Shiv Baba we receive an inheritance. Shiv Baba is the One who resides up above; Brahma
Baba is in the subtle region and is with us too. Look at these pictures. What do we receive from
Brahma Baba? Brahma Baba was very sweet and lovely. Shiva is the Innocent Lord. Wherever we
may be He is with us.
How our practical life is naturally reveals who am I and who I belong to. Then who our Father is is
revealed through our practical life.
Om shanti.

